From the Deputy Head Master - Summer Hill

When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I put childish ways behind me. 1 Corinthians 13

Several years ago, on a trip to Brisbane to visit Anglican Church Grammar School, more well known as Churchie, I was given a copy of one of their publications called ‘Making of Men—101 tips’. It is so good that I have kept it in my drawer for years. When I began this term’s series on the types of men Trinity wants to encourage your sons to become, I said I would provide some tips in addition to my serial dissertation.

So, here they are.

Many of these tips come with permission, from that little book from Churchie. Most of them are common sense, but, as with many truisms, they gather power, cultural currency and momentum from repetition and sharing.

i. Set your expectations for your son just a little higher than you think he can achieve
ii. Understand that boys don’t just learn by doing as you say. More often, they learn by watching and imitating you.
iii. Encourage the process rather than the result (more on this subject next term)
iv. Allow your son to experience the logical consequences of his actions
v. Understand that it is the certainty of the consequence, not the severity that is the key
vi. Insist your son does chores
vii. Be an authoritative (not authoritarian), consistent parent, not a friend
viii. Encourage humility rather than hubris
ix. Know your son’s friends
x. Explain that compromise is an inevitable part of human relationships
xi. Allow time for your son to talk and don’t fill the silence
xii. Insist that your son respects women and girls
xiii. Reject the excuse, “boys will be boys”
xiv. Respond decisively to disrespect, rudeness and profanity

Congratulations and well done to the boys of the School on a successful House Track & Field Championships last Monday. The weather looked bleak, but I was delighted to see both the turnout and the enthusiasm, despite damp conditions at the start of the day. The student leaders did a sterling job of rallying the troops to ensure a day of spirited competition.
Well done also to the boys of the Middle School who supported the Annual Middle School Dance on Wednesday. Over five hundred young people filled the Sports Centre for a very enjoyable evening. For those of us of a certain vintage, it was very funny to see the mosh pit go wild when the DJ played the 1978 hit, ‘YMCA’ by the Village People. I am not sure who enjoyed it more, the young people or my colleagues!

Finally, this morning saw the passing of an era. The Trinity Quilters have sewed their last quilt on site. Over many years this group of women, many of whom have had sons go through the School, have made and presented beautiful quilts to members of the extended Trinity family when times were tough. This small but dedicated group will continue to make these wonderful keepsakes, but from tomorrow will do so off-site. Thank you.
Please accept my very best wishes for what I hope will be an enjoyable break with your sons. In one last gratuitous piece of advice, I would encourage you to encourage them not to have a virtual holiday. Sunlight and fresh air is healthy. So is catching up with friends and family, in person and face to face. Lying on the lounge is great for an afternoon snooze, but not for three weeks.

Bradley Barr | Deputy Head Master - Summer Hill
OUTDOOR PUBLIC LIBRARY

Have you spotted the Outdoor Public Library sheltering in The Arthur Holt Library? It’s part of an IB CAS Project being run by three Year 12 students; Jorge, Nabeel and Ethan.

They’re running a competition to decorate Trinity’s new street library, which will eventually be located in the grounds, offering the chance to swap an old book for a new one - simultaneously decluttering AND getting a cool new book to read.

Entry forms are available at the library, and all students have received an email.

OVERDUE ITEMS AND FINES

It’s that time of the term again. At the end of the week, fines will be issued for overdue items - those books, magazines, or DVDs that you’ve just had out on loan for too long.

The easiest way to avoid being fined is to bring your library loans back on time, but magnanimously, we will refund your account for items returned to us in a reasonable time frame after you’ve been fined. Just bring them back to us early next term and we will be so pleased to have everything back safe and sound in the library that we will happily issue refunds.

HOLIDAY HOURS

A reminder that The Arthur Holt Library will be open to boys in Years 11 and 12, from 10.00am to 4.00pm, on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Paula Herlinger | Library Services Specialist
Five Trinity students, Lewis Dobbin (11Du), Euan Germanos (10He), Lewis Kanellos (10He), Alexi Little (10Fo) and James Wang (11WJ), presented an outstanding exhibition of Euan MacLeod’s work at Delmar Gallery last Wednesday, 19th June.

It was one of the top ten events I have attended at Trinity in my 30-plus years here. The evening started with a talk by the students about selected works followed by questions from the floor to Euan, Catherine Benz, Max Germanos and the students about different experiences they had during the process of being young Curators.

There were art critics, artists and curators in the audience and all were very impressed with the final result. The energy in the room was felt by all who attended, and the comments by Nick Vickers, who officially opened the exhibition, captured the enthusiasm in the audience by introducing new, young blood to the world of curatorial practice. He spoke of the importance of the experience and the fresh approach that Max Germanos from 3:33 Art Project, and Catherine Benz from Delmar, brought to the curatorial profession, taking young, interested people to the artist to learn from the artist and to be involved in the whole behind-the-scenes workflow to put up a high quality exhibition.

All spoke of the learning that took place. Catherine spoke about getting the right balance between learning and expectations seen from a professional viewpoint; Euan spoke about the fresh approach of young eyes seeing his work and bringing new interpretations to it; I was impressed with the stamina of the students who perhaps did not realise the amount of work that is ultimately involved in high quality exhibition production; and Max was delighted with the response and eager to take the opportunity into other educational environments.

Trinity is truly fortunate to have a gallery of this calibre and which is run by the consummate professional curator, Catherine Benz. The final result shows the level of commitment and attention to detail that was achieved by collaboration, a firm guiding hand, freedom in selecting works from a generous artist in his studio and a will to put on a truly professional exhibition. Work on this Young Curators-led exhibition started in November 2018 and involved several visits to the artist’s studio, visits to other exhibitions, several meetings in the gallery to arrange the work and to write about the work, and in the process learn about the attention to detail that is involved in professional curatorial practice.

Reviews were written in a large daily newspaper, a local newspaper and previewed on radio, all of which is testament to the innovation and commitment to the process by this group. Congratulations and well done on presenting a smashing exhibition of work by Australia’s leading artist who has won many major prizes, who is hung in national and international collections, and who gave so much access to the students. This is an experience that will stay with them for ever!

The exhibition is on until the 4th August 2019.

Steve Collins | Head of Visual Arts
CAREERS @ TRINITY

An article in the SMH business section last month spoke of the challenges facing careers education programmes in a changing world. The article used the analogy of walking through a brightly lit room, navigating around furniture to reach an exit point, and expecting to be able to do the same, in a darkened room, without colliding with the furniture.

The author spoke of using different techniques to navigate each of the rooms and was critical of careers education that assumes a predictable world.

Traditional approaches to goal setting may not be the best way to ‘guide’ the outcomes we seek for our students. Making decisions in times of certainty is very different to making decisions in times of rapid change and ambiguity. Empowering young people to develop strategies to navigate their way through insecurity (the ‘darkened’ room) is our challenge. Encouraging conversation around what works best, and inviting opinion that draws on personal experiences will help our students grow in confidence when making decisions.

School Based Traineeship Programme

Congratulations to Zane Chesterfield (12He) who has won the Southern and South Western Regional School Based Trainee of the Year Award. These annual awards are hosted by Training Services NSW and recognise the outstanding work of students engaged in Vocational Education and Training throughout the region.

Employed as a Construction Trainee by Ivison Constructions Pty Ltd, Zane will go on to represent our region in his category of School Based Trainee at the State Awards in September. Trinity works closely with Harry Ivison and his staff – together with his family, we wish Zane all the very best.

image above: Zane with his employer, Mr Harry Ivison of Ivison Constructions
Courses And Contacts

Please refer to Courses and Contacts for details of courses and contacts that may be of interest to you and your sons. This link also details planned breakfast and lunch time information sessions for students in Term 3.

Sue Draysey | Careers and Student Pathways Advisor
**Compulsory Home Game | Saturday 27 July 2019**

**Trinity 1st XV and 1st XI vs Knox at Trinity on Saturday, 27 July 2019**

**Compulsory Attendance for boys in Years 7, 8 and 10 to attend the 1st XI Football game starting at 10:00am or the 1st XV Rugby game starting at 3:00pm.**

Students will be informed in the week prior which home game they are to attend. This will be dependent upon the student’s own sporting fixture.

School Officers and House Captains are to attend **EITHER** the 1st XI Football game **OR** the 1st XV Rugby game. Rolls will be marked at each game. Boys **MUST** wear their full winter uniform. If it is raining on the day, please ring the wet weather number (1300 788 477) or check the Trinity App for details regarding these fixtures. This message is updated throughout the day.

**Parent/Visitors seating arrangements:** During the 1st XI football game, parents and visitors are encouraged to bring their own seating and sit on the Eastern side of No. 2 Oval. During the 1st XV Rugby game, parents and visitors are expected to sit on the Western side of No. 1 Oval. There will be **NO** access to the Eastern side of the field. This area is reserved for teams warming up.

At the conclusion of the games, parents are encouraged to meet their son in the School car park, entry via Victoria St.

**Advanced Notice:** Compulsory Home game also on 10/8/19.

(See the school Record Book for more details.)

**Brad Wirth** | Director of Campus Administration
John Hart, a former Auckland Blues and ex-All Blacks coach, is well known for his belief that the quality of training corresponds with the quality of match performance. The same can be said for schoolboy rugby, too. Whether players are performing as professional athletes or representing their schools, the attitude to training is a universal requirement.

Skills application is a necessary KPI under pressure during a match, so a disciplined attitude to skills rehearsal at training is important, as training attitude translates to match performance. These skills are transferable and have currency beyond a simple after-school training session. On aggregation, a rehearsed attitude of discipline, communication and teamwork are crucial for progress to occur.

Moreover, training is designed to extend the players’ fitness and range of skills, and expose them to the confronting reality of collisions and tackling. Success in contact is determined by three factors – technique, conditioning and attitude. By rehearsing the skills and repeating the physicality of contact, players grow in confidence and enjoy the game more.

Rugby provides our players opportunities to confront and overcome their fears, establishing a platform of confidence to draw from when facing future potential challenges. In our digital world where the acquisition of information is almost immediate, there is comfort in the thought that some lessons are still slowly learned and deeply embedded.

Mr Andrea Folli | MIC Rugby

Friends Of Rugby BBQ

Last week U14s and U15s parents received an email requesting assistance at the F.O.R. BBQ on Saturday morning. The response was unbelievable! Not only did we receive ample support from the Middle School parents, but the Junior School parents, who were also watching their sons play on Oval #3, added their weight to the successful running of the BBQ.

The F.O.R. ‘Green Machine’ BBQ has developed a reputation beyond the Prospect Road address due to the substantial support the School receives from our volunteer community.

On behalf of the F.O.R. Committee parents, I would like to extend their gratitude to the TGS Community for their support.

Mr David Chesterfield | 2019 F.O.R. President
1st XV

“*My name is Ky Willoughby and I am a proud Ngemba man from a small town called Brewarinna in NSW. Today we gather on Daringaringi land. I would like to pay my respect to the elders both past and present.*”

This weekend’s match was part of Barker’s Indigenous round in which Trinity were proud to take part. **Ky Willoughby (11WH)** led the Welcome to Country before the match, which was both passionate and heartfelt.

The game that followed was also passionate and heartfelt. After prior results, the boys knew that not many Trinity teams were in the position to be the only undefeated CAS team left in the competition, and the victor of this game would certainly be that.

Trinity started well with some quality rugby played in the first stanza. Our first strike at Barker was off a quality lineout, thrown by in-form hooker **Robbie Tosich (12Ho)**. The ball went to the backline with **Sione Vuki (12Ho)** making the first break of the game, tearing through the Barker defensive line. Unfortunately, on the next phase, miscommunication led to a dropped ball in the forwards, which Barker capitalised on quickly, with their prop running the length of the field to score under the posts. This was a heartbreaking start to the game, but all too familiar for our boys.

The restart that followed showed that momentum was with Barker. A poor kick from Trinity gave Barker the ball with some good field position. Their forwards moved the ball well, and after a few well-built phases, they again scored near the posts bringing the score to 12 - 0.

Trinity managed to fight back with some fantastic strikes, particularly with **Michael Eid (11Ke)** and **Malachi Hawkes (11WJ)** bustling their way forward. However, poor ball security again put Barker further in front with them stealing the ball and running almost the length of the field to push the score out to 17-0.

As coaches, this is never a great position to be in; 17 points to nil, after only 12 minutes of play. The road ahead looked bleak; and with the potential for this game to really blow out, the boys had a big choice to make. Luckily for us, they made the right one!

From the restart, the Trinity boys led with intent. A perfectly executed backline-move saw our damaging winger **Tim Bradfield (12Ar)** slice straight through the Barker backline, moving the ball within striking distance. **Zane Chesterfield (12He)** took the lead with a fantastic pick and drive through the middle of the ruck with a brilliant off-load to **Malachi Hawkes (11WJ)** who in turn flicked it to **Ky Willoughby (11WH)** and finally on to **Luke Hennessy (12St)**, who scored under the posts. With the score at 17-7 we were back in the chase.

Unfortunately, the game followed this roller coaster start, with Barker drawing more blood, followed by Trinity again. This pattern continued most of the game, and although we managed to get within ten points of Barker, we
couldn’t claw back the early lead we gave them. A lesson we really need to take note of.

The game finished at 37-24, with Trinity at least claiming victory of the second half.

Congratulations to all the boys who were selected in the CAS representative teams. Although it was a loss, we are still in contention for the Premiership and we will do everything in our power to bring back the Henry Plume Shield to Summer Hill!

**Final Score: Barker 37 defeated Trinity 24.**

**Tries: Luke Hennessy, Alex Leckie, Zane Chesterfield, Hunter Hannaford**

**Conversions: Luke Hennessy (2)**

Nick Pay | 1st XV Coach and William Campbell | 1st XV Coach and Director of Rugby

Hunter Hannaford (10Du), playing off the bench, scores in the corner.
Alexander Leckie (12Ho) drives through a ruck with a pick-and-go carry, supported by Luke Hennessy (12St).

Tyson Jackson (10Fo), with support from Oliver Buchanan (12Sc), displays effective ball-security against a determined Barker defender.
Sebastian Buchanan (11Sc) draws defenders in the mid-field, allowing Hunter Hannaford (10Du) (in the background) to score in the corner.

The Captain of Rugby, Zane Chesterfield (12He) scores from a well-worked set move play.
Ky Willoughby (11WH) fiercely maintains ball-security despite the attentions of determined Barker defenders.

Luke Hennessy (12St) outruns a defender’s attempts to stop a certain try.

2nd XV

After good performances in Round One of the CAS competition, both Barker and Trinity were looking to head into the Term break undefeated and top of the 2nd XV table.

Both sides started the game with plenty of passion, showing they were clearly up for a physical match. Barker hit the lead early in the first half through a break out wide to take some wind out of our sails, but the Trinity boys
responded with some sustained pressure on the Barker line. Unfortunately, we weren’t able to come away with any points from this persistent attack and Barker were able to quickly turn the tide and post another try before half time.

Behind 12-nil at the half, we were still confident we could bounce back and find our form. Barker, though, were unrelenting and played with a great deal of confidence, which seemed to see everything go their way. Barker ran away with the 2nd half and a comfortable victory in the end.

It was one of those games from which we will learn much and it will be the catalyst for re-thinking our game plan. The season is far from over; sitting in equal 3rd place, anything can happen when the season resumes in Term 3 against Knox. There is plenty of belief in this group and we will continue to focus on making the most of each moment on the field.

Mitchell Kearsley | 2nd XV Coach

Samuel Dennis (11St), supported by his captain running a supporting line, storms down the field towards Barker’s try-line.
Adrian Lagana (11Ar) drives determinedly through a cluster of defenders.

Hamzeh Abutaa (11La) displays determination to maintain possession against a larger defender.
**3rd XV**

Last Saturday’s second round CAS fixture against Barker provided an entertaining spectacle for the spectators. The forwards’ ball retention and support over the ball allowed Ben Newall (11Yo) at halfback to fire numerous passes to flyhalf James Coall (11Du), who injected his centres Isaac Soldatos (11Hi) and Oscar Jones (12La) into mid-field holes as they ran decisive ‘unders’ lines onto the well-timed passes. Jones’ frequent attempts at penetrating Barker’s back-line defence exposed Barker’s wingers whom Thomas Griffin (12Yo)
and Alexander Shannon (11We) attacked in the wide channels that eventually provided try-scoring opportunities. Soldatos, playing at inside-centre, injected himself when running off short balls from Ben Newall at the ruck that set up an exciting team try at the start of the game. Jordan Filipoff (11La), playing at hooker, often found space in the traffic around the ruck, but sometimes resorted to his uncompromising 'Lomu side-step' that fellow front-rower Josh Abbott (12Ar), used as opportunities to maintain momentum, which set the foundation for the team’s second try. Some well-timed passes from James Coall to Kazuma Tateishi (11La), who was positioned at fullback in the first half, cracked Barker's mid-field defence, opening the central channels that the flank pairing of Harry Tran (12Ta) and captain, James Browning (11Du), targeted with decisive runs. Tight-head prop, William Beretov-Millar (11Ho) and his second rowers, Finn McCann (11Hi) and Thomas Thorpe (11Sc) (playing from the bench), carried well in attack, and worked hard on the ground to secure Trinity ball for Trinity support players. Jack Bermingham (12Mu), at the back of the scrum, was also relied on to carry as pod leader, which earned him a try after sustained pressure on Barker’s line after eight phases in the opening stages of the game. Daniel White (12Ta), on ruck-defence duty, secured at least three turnovers that resulted in one team try in the second half. Overall, the second round of the 2019 CAS season affirmed the team’s collective desire to play for each other, as well as reminding them of the importance of playing consistently to the pattern.

Mr Andrea Folli | 3rd XV Coach

James Browning’s (11Du) thirty-metre run cracked Barker’s backline defence and set up another team try that followed.
Barker’s mid-field defence struggled to contain Kazuma Tateishi (11La), making another run through the mid-field channel.

Isaac Soldatos (11Hi) displays his strength in contact against Barker’s dominant Eighth Man.
Thomas Griffin (12Yo) makes a habit of finishing off backline attacks.

Finn McCann (11Hi) proves difficult to contain as he produces another barn-storming run at Barker’s try-line after a period of sustained pressure by the Trinity 3rd XV.
Joshua Abbott (12Ar) displays his contact skill as he prepares to engage with a Barker defender.

Jordan Filipoff (11La) leads his pod with a slicing run through first-response defenders.
Jack Bermingham (12Mu) scores the 3rds’ first try of the day.

4th XV

Barker’s forwards established a solid platform form the start of the game, controlling the ball for multiple phases in the opening ten minutes of the first half. Despite their dominance in Trinity’s half of the field, our boys’ one-on-one tackles stopped the burst of sustained attacks around the ruck and at the centre channels, forcing knock-on errors that provided the Trinity 4ths to play their pattern that soon evened the score. However, Barker soon pulled ahead, challenging Trinity’s try-line once again. Despite this renewed Barker confidence, Trinity’s 4ths continued hold their line with wave after wave of ‘blitz’ defence that resulted in a Barker forced error and an opportunity for canny half-back general, Luca Dimeglio (11La), to set up another try.

Although the team missed early try-scoring opportunities, confidence remained high, displayed by their pod-play. The front-row combination, including Aden Forrester (11Ta), Samuel Gorman (12Hi) and Basil Georgas (11Fo), provided the pressure in the scrum, twice winning Barker’s scrum feed that allowed Luka Dimeglio to quickly release quick-running Sanjay Anandarajah (11Du) at flyhalf who often sliced through the 10/12 channel, creating difficulties for Barker’s defenders. Calvin Lukabyo (12Yo) and Fergus McCrory (12Du) took every opportunity from loose ball to run into any space within Barker’s defensive line and offload to Lachlan Dock and Matthew Boyce who ran intelligent ‘overs’ lines that flustered the Barker’s back three. Thomas Thorpe (11Sc) in the second row, provided strong carries when leading the pod attacks as well as reliably defending against Barker’s pick-and-go plays from the base of the ruck. Jordan Stojceski (10Ke) was a work-horse in attack, displaying his uncompressing physicality in his ball-carries that often required more than two defenders to slow him down.

The players’ readiness to immediately support the ball-carrier provided the platform for their three tries. In their second-round game, the team demonstrated their potential to play a complete style of rugby. Hopefully, they will continue to perform with confidence and play for each other in the remaining three CAS games.

Mr Andrea Folli | 4th XV Coach
REPRESENTATIVE CAS OPENS SELECTIONS

CAS 1ST XV

Sione Vuki (12Ho)

CAS 2ND XV

Malachi Hawkes (11WJ)
Oliver Buchanan (12Sc)
Ky Willoughby (11WH)
Flynn Meagher (11Hi)

REPRESENTATIVE CAS SHADOW XV

CAS SHADOW XV

Robbie Tosich (12Ho)
Sebastian Buchanan (11Sc)
Luke Hennessy (12St)
16A

Trinity hiked up to Hornsby on a cold winter’s morning to take on Barker College for their last game before the winter holidays. A win at Barker would have put the team 2-0 going into the break. A calm and focused group kicked off the first half with heavy contact being initiated by Leon Mulcahy (11Hi) through his strong, hard running. Early on, possession and territory favoured the men in green with several minor opportunities presenting itself to Trinity. However, a desperate Barker outfit held out the galloping greens. The second quarter consisted of Barker building the phases and asking questions upon the Trinity defence with great defensive reads from Asher Wilson (11La) and Theo Fatseas (10Du) in the backline. Unfortunately, a tirade from Barker in the back end of the half created minor lapses of concentration leading to three tries. With a 0-21 score line at halftime, the coaches were anxious of old habits creeping in and letting the floodgates open for Barker. To the credit of the squad, and we say squad in the 16s because of the importance of the bench, they allowed for the tide to turn in the second half. ‘Desire’ was seen by the actions and decision-making of our ‘Le petit caporal’ Hunter Hannaford (10Du) and the second and third efforts from our ‘Spartan’ Maxwell Richards (10Mu) which inspired the squad to lift even when it would have been easier to fall. This desire, this desperation, this belief, led to dual efforts by Daniel Morris (10St) and Bertie Alcock (10WJ) at the breakdown nullifying Barker’s momentum and building the pressure in Barker’s 22. This turnaround half led to a charged down try and a rampaging stampede try under the posts. Unfortunately, the final whistle concluded the game 12-21 in Barker’s favour. However, the 16s should be proud of their efforts as they showed determination and instilled pride in the jersey and did not let a 0-21 halftime score affect their second half effort. The 12-0 score line in the second half showcases that this squad of players can do anything if they “believe” in themselves and “desire” the ball from the first kick-off. Although a loss, the squad is developing into fine rugby players and should look to further develop their physical strength and mental endurance over the holidays. Who knows what can happen in the last three games of CAS?

Mr Neil Smallfield | U16A Coach

15A

It was a positive game for the 15As against Barker. Johnny Dong (9Ke) was excellent off the restarts, putting pressure on the player under the ball and coming away with some great tackles. Riley Martin (9We) put on another jackal masterclass. In all, he secured at least five turnovers for the team. Kai Roberts (10La) assumed the captaincy role with purpose and determination, scoring a brilliant individual try off an attacking line out five metres out from the line. Sam Wade (10Ke) was stellar as flyhalf; his kicking game kept Barker running backwards and gave us plenty of territorial advantage. Nick Keogh (9Ta) and Dominic Feros (9WJ) put into practice the drift defence strategy we had been working on, forcing Barker to make around four forward passes on the edges of the field. Jude Robinson (9St) made two solid runs down the left-hand side of the field in the second half, beating defenders with his footwork. Thomas Yarrow (10Ho) and Hugh Browning (9Du) gave the game all their energy, and I was pleased with their enthusiasm in matching up against the Barker centres.

Mr Matthew Miller | U15A Coach
15B

It was the first home game for the mighty 15Bs and the team were apprehensive at the thought of playing Barker on No. 1 Oval. The warm-up was effective, every player was in a good frame of mind in the lead up to the game, but it was clear that the 15Bs had given themselves the moniker of ‘the underdogs’ and were not feeling overly confident as the kickoff time approached. However, within a few minutes of kickoff and a try to the 15Bs, this all changed. The team was competitive at the breakdowns and made their tackles count. Every time a player got the ball, they were able to find gaps in the Barker lines. The first half finished with the 15Bs up 10-5. The atmosphere amongst the team was electric at half time as they could sense victory over Barker. The second half opened with more of the same, effective straight line breaking running, well contested breakdowns and smart use of the field. The 15Bs came away with the win with a score of 34–5. It was encouraging to see some of the sport’s newest recruits get significant game time in Elias Esber (10Ho) and Adam Makki (9La) being spurred on by the tenacious play of team mates like Alex Donavan (9WH), Rory Clunas (9Yo) and Anthony Jomaa (9We).

Mr Alex Simpson | U15B Coach

14A

The 14As put on an impressive display of running rugby against Barker last weekend. Despite Barker’s strong set-piece play and kicking game, Trinity’s dominant defence and rampant attack meant that Trinity dominated both field position and possession.

There were highlights across the park, with all players contributing to a fantastic team win, maintaining their clean balance sheet in the CAS competition.

The 14As continue to improve each week—with their best footy still to come. The team is looking forward to a well-earned break, before the final rounds of the season.

Trinity 55 (Tries: Christodoulou, Amine, Young, Leao, Timperi (2), Lawrence, Kong (2); Conv.: Christodoulou, Goldsborough (4)) defeated Barker 0.

Mr David Chilton | U14A Coach

14Cs

Saturday was a cold, early morning for the 14Cs losing to Barker at home. Sadly, the game was reduced to 13 a side due to injury, and this gave Barker the advantage. With the extra space, tackling became the most important skill, with Barker being better in defence than Trinity. The boys in green are to be commended for committing for the entirety of the match and never giving up. Sadly, the score did not reflect this effort.

Ms Marian Dunbar | 14Cs Coach

13A

The 13As came up against a strong Barker side on Saturday. All boys should be congratulated on the sportsmanship and mental toughness shown on the field. Zachariah Alshehabi (7Du) and Brandon Ghannoum (7Fo) were brilliant in attack, swerving through and around the opposition's defensive line. Special mention must also go to Anton Dimento (7WJ) and Noah Giacoppo (8He) whose work in defence out wide was superb. Ashton Frazer's (7Mu) kicking continues to improve as he nailed a conversion in the final minute to draw the game. The 13As are encouraged to continue their focussed approach at training and to work together in refining our game plan before the second half of the CAS season.

Mr David Magro | U13A Coach

13B

A cold coming we had of it,  
Just the worst time of the year  
For a journey, and such a long journey:

T.S. Eliot
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The journey up the Pacific Highway is always a difficult one, both physically and mentally. A win against Barker is rare, and a win at Barker is a special kind of rare – something that only happens when all the stars align, which is what made last week’s victory so sweet.

Trinity simply couldn’t get their hands on the ball in the opening minutes of the game, with Barker (and the referee) marching us down-field towards our own line. Much like the match against Alo’s, it was 7-0 against us before we knew what was happening.

Some great tackling by Aidan Gaitanis (7We), Frederick Richards (7Mu), and Kristian Stamoulos (7WJ) soon brought errors from the boys in blue and red, giving Trinity some great ball from the scrum. With the ball in hand, Captain Cameron van der Goot (7We) continued to wreak havoc with the opposition line, smashing through it with every run.

Halves William Vaughan (7Sc) and Vice-Captain Tommy Tsougranis (8Hi) have really come into their own, and the wrap-around Angus Jenkins (8Hi) at 12 is beginning to look very threatening. However, it was lock forward Hugo Van Hal (7Mu) who scored the first try to make things 7-7.

As the game progressed, it was clear that the running from Luke Leckie (7Ho), William Cicinelli (7Ta) and Christopher Webb (7WH) was just too much for Barker, but they had us beaten at the breakdown. Man of the Match George Louizos (7KE) did his best to keep us competitive in this area, but ultimately, we were out-classed at the ruck.

At half-time, Trinity were just in front thanks to a pair of intercept tries from Aidan Gaitanis (7We), and Xavier Afonso (7We). The message was clear – keep intimidating through low, hard tackles and strong runs.

In the second 30 minutes, Aidan Carmichael (8Hi) asserted his presence in defence and stopped the Barker boys running through the middle; Hugh Crakanthorp (7Ta) continued to win line-outs regardless of who was throwing in the ball, and Caleb Broadbent (7St) led the way skimming over at the breakdown. The fresh legs of Oscar Parsons (7Ta) and Oliver Pearson (7Sc) made sure there was no repeat of what happened at Hunter’s Hill, with Oliver scoring his very own 5-pointer.

But it was Joel Kelloway (7DU) who sealed the match for us with a faultless try down the left wing late in the second-half. Or was it Charlie Naffah (8DU) who stripped the ball from the Barker Number 5 just as he was about to score against us? Hard to say.

A special mention must go to Joseph Britton (7He) whose tackling has improved out of sight in the last couple of weeks. He almost had a try too, but a push in the back denied him the points.

The boys have four weekends off now. It will be fascinating to see how they come back after the break for their final three rounds. The season is at their feet, and it’s just a matter of low tackling and strong running to make sure they grasp it.

Mr Philip Roser | U13B Coach

13C

Barker 13C XV 46 defeated TGS 5 (Jensen Otto try) at Waitara.

Although the team experienced a disappointing loss against St. Aloysius’ last week, they were much more determined and courageous against a strong Barker team.

Our tackling this week was much better, and we ran with more intent. Looking ahead to next term, we will focus on our rucking, which will provide an attacking platform for our quick outside backs. I look forward to a strong start in Round three next term.

Mr John Hurley | 13C Coach

Results Vs Barker | 2019

1st XV L37/24
2nd XV L0/48
3rd XV L22/15
4th XV L21/32
16A L21/12
15A L5/39
15B W34/5
14A W55/0
Football vs Barker

CAS Round 7 Vs Barker

Our definition of success, as discussed in coach meetings at the start of the season, is centred around participation, engagement, retention and competitiveness.

Under the umbrella of competitiveness, the results last Saturday against Barker were 17 wins, 4 draws and 10 losses (17/4/10). Taking out the non-aligned/non-Trinity games, the results were 15/4/9. Positive swings between rounds against Barker include the Opens going from 2/1/3 to 3/1/2 and Year 8 from 1/2/3 to 3/0/3. Significant score turn-arounds between rounds against Barker include the 4th XI going from 0-7 to 4-2 and the 7C team from 3-5 to 4-0. Continuing their undefeated run are the 7F, 8C and 9A teams. When comparing year to year results, there are the variables of a new Year 7 group, a new combination of Year 11/12 in Opens, the impact of injuries, Flu and camp. There has been a 19.7% improvement this year in our results against Barker in comparison to 2018. Well done to all players and coaches involved.

Boys in Year 7-12 this season were invited to complete a Mid Season Football Player Engagement Survey. Feedback is received anonymously and is shared with Coaches across the programme. Themes of questions range from Coach Preparation/Teaching to Player Behaviours/Attitudes. Coaches have met this week at lunchtime to reflect on what is going well and where there are areas for improvement in the final part of the winter season.

This week, reports come from 1st XI, 2nd XI and Year 9 teams and in Coaching Corner, we meet Trinity external Football Coach, Mr Frank Strati.

1st XI

The Trinity 1st XI travelled to first-placed Barker on Saturday knowing we had a tough task ahead. It was a challenging start, as the boys found themselves 2-0 down ten minutes in. The second half saw us come out with some passion and flair, which immediately put Barker on the back foot, when Owen Duke (11La) calmly slotted the ball into the back of the net off a Yanni Plataniotis (11Sc) corner, making it 2-1 with plenty of time to spare. This boosted the team performance as we then went on to pull off a few outstanding attacking sequences, resulting in a number of outstanding saves by the Barker goalkeeper. Barker then went onto score two goals on the counter-attack, and with bounces and deflections, Trinity would eventually go down 4-1 in the end where the scoreline didn’t reflect the performance the team put in.

Lucas Kapetanellis (11Ke)

2nd XI

This week the Open 2nd Football team went to Barker in need of a win to keep their premiership hopes alive. This was the third time both teams were to play against each other, with Barker winning on both occasions earlier in the year. The first half was a tight encounter with neither team looking like scoring. In the tenth minute of the second half, Alexander Williams (12St) scored the only goal of the game and was unlucky not to walk away with another two later in the game, with a man of the match performance. Solid matches in the midfield by Lachlan Schreuder (12Ke), Jason Rudd (11WH) and Lucas Kapetanellis (11Ke) provided the team with a balance of defence and attack at the appropriate times.

Mr Mark Mikulandra | 2nd XI Assistant Coach

9A

The top of the table clash with Barker proved to be a great test of character for the 9As. From the outset, both teams had chances and unfortunately Barker took a lead into halftime following a defensive mistake. With a clear plan for the second half Trinity dominated, but conceded against the run of play. Facing a 2-0 deficit and a strong Barker outfit, the 9As showed great grit and composure to save the game. Smartly taken goals from Joshua Yeon (9Ar) and Aidis Exarhos (9WJ) meant the game finished 2-2. Trinity remain undefeated and atop the 9A table coming into an important final three fixtures next term.

Mr Zac Galluzzo | 9A Coach
From the kick-off, Trinity played some spectacular attacking football and dominated the opening half. Jeremy Gergis (9Du) and Sebastian Ghisso (9He) were sensational and demonstrated great skill in both attack and defence. Into the second half, Joshua Alha (9Ho) continued to cause havoc and was unlucky not to score on multiple occasions. Despite the dominance, the game ended 0-0 with some inspired defensive efforts shown by the opposition.

Mr Zac Galluzzo | 9B Coach

9C

The 9Cs achieved a 3-0 victory over Barker College in the seventh round of CAS. Defensively, both Patrick Mansfield (9Ke) and Luke de Lisle (9Ke) displayed a high level of composure in retrieving possession and completing forward passes. These passes provided the foundation for a brace of goals to be scored by Felix Leckie (9La). Special mentions go to William Maistry (9Ta) and Stephen Foundas (9Hi) for their outstanding contributions in attack.

Mr Johnny Dimopoulos | 9C Coach

9D

The 9Ds dominated proceedings in the seventh fixture of the season. Across both halves, Trinity displayed a high level of creativity, composure and persistence to maintain possession. Defensively, both Matthew De Belle (9Sc) and John Nakhoul (9Mu) were outstanding and provided the team with great stability throughout the entirety of the match. Special mentions go to James Perkins (9Yo) and Nicholas Papadopoulos (9He) for their outstanding contributions in attack.

Mr Johnny Dimopoulos | 9D Coach

9E

The 9Es, who now consist of the entire 9Fs team, have courageously risen to the challenge of playing full field football. The game began with competitive spirit between both teams until right before half time where Barker snatched a goal. This unfortunately became six goals in the second half. However, it was pleasing to see all the boys laughing and enjoying the game. Hugo Miller (9Ar) and Jack Bettar (9St) demonstrated their chemistry with good communication, while Mathew Raymond (9Ar) and Archer Guest (9Mu) were exceptional in their performances as wing backs, being aggressive in offence and strong in defence. I am proud of the efforts of this team and hope they will benefit from this experience.

Mr Darcy Edwards | 9E Coach

Coaching Corner

Each week, we will introduce a coach from the Trinity Football Coaching team. This week, we introduce Trinity external Football Coach Mr Frank Strati. Frank is involved in coaching Year 10B/C teams. Frank has played Premier Youth League with a number of clubs and has played National Premier League 2 and 3 as a senior player. Frank has been involved as a Sydney FC community coach and has worked with different organisations as a Pre K to Primary level Football Coach. Frank brings very good Football knowledge and coaching pedagogy to Year 10 Football training and has been a welcome addition to the Trinity coaching team.

Enjoy your July holiday break and we look forward to resuming next term for the final three games of the season.

Luke Gray | MIC Football and Director of Football Coaching
Key - to letters mentioned above in ‘Team of the Week’

i. Effort in Attack/Defence & Transitions (Never Gave Up)

ii. High Level of Consistency in Completing Job

iii. Communication to Help Organise Others ‘On and/or Off the Field.

iv. Embraced the Challenge and Overcame Adversity

v. Sportsmanship

vi. Gathered/Took On Feedback & Implemented

**AFL**

### 7/8 A Team

On a very brisk chilly morning the team assembled at Acron oval to play Knox.

The team started very well, finding many avenues to goal through Dawson Williams (7WJ), Sam Eastwood (7He) and Jack Gully (8WH). As the game progressed, it was obvious that our team for the day were superior to the opposition. The maturity, discipline and leadership shown by Lucas Blum (7Ar), Rowan O’Connor (8Mu), Liam Wingrave (8Ar), Joshua Boursiani-Lawrence (8We), Ollie Smith (8Ar) and Tim Braga (8Du) meant that they stayed in key backline posts, not moving forward, allowing a free-flowing match, and some of their younger team mates took this opportunity to shine. The midfield work of Kenneth Morton (7Ta), Ollie Stocks (7St), Tim Squires (7Yo) and Lochlan Demark (7Sc) was a delight to watch. Also regular packmen Billy Parsonage (8Ta), Ethan Dunne (7WH), Callum Cox (7St) and Max Anderson (7Hi) jumped at the chance to play forward and their tackling pressure enabled goals to occur at ease.

**Final Score Trinity 80 to Knox 32**

Goal Scorers – Lucas Blum (7Ar) x 5, Sam Eastwood (7He) x 3, Jack Gully (8WH), Dawson Williams (7WJ) and Callum Campbell (7We)

3 Votes Lucas, 2 Votes Sam, 1 vote Liam

### 7/8 B Team

A blustery Pioneers Park kept a Trinity rampage at bay,... until the fourth quarter. In the last, the green and white boys put Waverley to the sword, piling on the goals as they kicked with the wind, making it two wins on the trot for the newly-formed side. Lachlan Johnson was impressive down back, negating his opponent looks at the footy, and defensive partner Lucas Blum (7Ar) is building a strong Best and Fairest case as he again proved damaging with ball in hand. New players, Jai Sharma (8Mu) and Luke Simpson (7Du), look set to be promising players, improving with every game, and I can’t wait to see what they produce for the remainder of the year. Up forward, Ethan Albrighton (7Sc) proved a handful for his Waverley opponents, having ten or so shots on goal for the game. Fellow forward Finn Taylor (7La) is in nice marking touch, and the wind certainly did not affect his ‘sticky dukes’. The dynamic ‘Max’ duo of Max Anderson (7Hi) and Max Trigg (8We) reminded on-lookers of Adelaide’s former Eddie Betts/Charlie Cameron combination, dancing around opponents and executing some well-practiced celebrations. Finally, special mention— again — to Ryan Webb (7Hi) who dominated in the midfield, with his aerobic capacity a standout feature. Well done, boys — a fantastic effort for the second week in a row, and the second part of the season no doubt holds more success.

Chris Barnes | MIC
Arctic conditions greeted all and sundry last Saturday in the away fixture against Barker College. Once again, our students displayed that they were the dominant school by winning the majority of matches on the day. This was reflected by a healthy 74% overall winning rate by the boys from Trinity.

The 1st IV, being almost back to full strength, had a point to prove. Having lost easily to Barker in round 3, they were determined to perform better on this occasion. Their six sets to two win was indeed a very big turn around and was set up by the excellent doubles play from both Trinity pairings. Despite losing the very first doubles set, every other match was comprehensively won, giving our students a 3-1 lead going into singles component of the fixture. A special mention must be given to Jonathon Karagiannis (12Hi) (who replaced a sick Nicholas Field) for seamlessly fitting into the team and for combining beautifully, with Dylan Guler (9WJ) in the second doubles combination. Jonathon lifted the intensity of the pairing and later went on to register a solid 6-4 win in his singles. Other excellent singles results were registered by James McCabe (11St) and Joel Hieswanto (7WJ) who were able to beat quality opponents. Post-match the opposition coach praised the professional attitude of our players which was a fitting comment on this occasion.

The 2nd IV, not to be outdone, also registered a comprehensive 6-2 win. Despite the score line, the team had to be diligent against their able Barker opponents. Our two Lachlans, Chan (11Fo) and Sleiman (12Ta), performed admirably in their doubles, winning both sets to equal the ledger at two sets all, after our first pairing where we were closely defeated. In the singles, all Trinity players excelled, defeating each Barker opponent in succession. Ritvik Dinesh (12Ke) and David Kim (11WH) displayed their fine repertoire of shot-making which was a pleasure to witness.

Jeremy Dykgraaff | MIC Tennis

3rds And 4ths

It was a strong win for the 3rds against Barker, getting up four sets to two. Aiden Tharmarajah (12WH) and Archie Brockhouse (12Ho) wiped their opponents off the court in their doubles, winning the set 6-1. Christopher Stelzer (11St) and Ritvik Sharma (11Mu) did the same in their doubles match, Barker not standing a chance with power coming from these two boys. Aiden and Ritvik played amazingly in their singles, both winning their sets with powerful serves and many unreturnable shots. Archie and Christopher both looked like the better player on the court but fell short on the score board. Too many unforced errors cost them their singles matches, if they were given another opportunity to face the same opponents the score would be in favour of the Trinity boys.

This fixture for the 4ths was as close as it can get, three sets all, 27 games all. If one game or one more shot went differently in a match, we could have had the win. It was a competitive fixture which made it fun to watch. Aditya Verma (11Sc) played an incredible game of tennis in his singles, taking out the set 7-5. Ben Butler (12Mu) and Christopher Candalepas (12Ke) had a marathon doubles together, having chances to take the set out but unfortunately going down 6-7. Chris then played his singles and although he hit the ball very well, he made one too many errors. Ben was angry after the doubles and went out with redemption to win his singles and that’s exactly what he did, taking the set out 6-3.

Danielle Calvi | 3rd VI and 4th VI Coach

5th IV

After a long weekend and a couple of internal fixtures, the TGS 5th IV have been patiently gearing up at training and itching for their next competitive match-up. Last Saturday saw the 5th IV make the journey up north to play against Barker. This would be the second time Trinity meets Barker this season, but we were faced with a renewed and more competitive side at their home ground. Despite the moments of sun, playing conditions were in the brittle cold.

After an inconsistent start that saw a number of unforced errors and double faults, Edison Tran (11Ho) and Scott Lee (11St) eventually gained their momentum and edged their way to a 6-4 victory in the first doubles match. In the second doubles match, Munashe Mushangazhike (12WJ) and Benjamin Quek (12Du) battled their way through a very long and gruelling match which unfortunately saw the pair go down 5-7 with fatigue and focus the main factors which worked against them on the day.

Despite his best efforts, Edison went down 4-6 in the first singles game against a more consistent Barker opponent. In the second singles match, Scott powered his way through with multiple unanswered aces, winning 6-0. Benjamin came out on top in his singles match with his trustworthy forehands, leaving his opponent demoralised and defeated. In the last match of the day, Munashe opened up with his usual consistent form and
despite him being the better player, his opponent came out with a close win on the day by consistently returning
the barrage of solid hits Munashe fired at him, 4-6 being the eventual score after the Barker comeback.

All in all, the Green Men walked away with an overall victory, winning 31-25. The squad will be looking forward to
the Winter Season intermission in order to reset and recuperate before we meet our arch rivals, Knox, next term
at home.

David Zhang | 5th IV Coach

10As

The boys dismissed Barker very easily on Saturday. Trinity played with their usual confidence and this showed in
the match results; Trinity winning 6-0 on sets and 36-6 on games. This was a great result considering the
strength of Barker’s squad. It’s tough to pick, but our man of the match for Saturday must be Richard Collins
(10Mu) who outplayed his opponent with ease.

The 10Bs were diligent and prepared for Barker on Saturday. They played aggressive tennis with some unique
doubles tactics to confuse their opponents. Of course, this showed with Trinity’s emphatic 6-0 win on sets and
36-3 win on games. All our boys won their singles 6-0 and so I think it’s necessary to compliment them all;
Nathan Xie (10St), Justin Yang (10WH), Liam Ling (10La) and Daniel Tran (10Ta).

Like the 10As and Bs, Trinity were too strong for Barker. Trinity were always on the front foot and used their wide
array of shots to upset their opponents. It was a long drive for no real result for the Barker boys as Trinity won 6-
0 on sets and 36-2 on games. Notably, it was our very own Tyler Beverly-Smith (10Ta) who played up from
the Ds but was still able to give his opponent a big donut (6-0). It was a great day for the Cs and I wish them the
best for their next match.

Kevin Batliwala | 10As Coach

9As And 9Bs

The 9As result could have gone either way over the weekend with some very close matches unfortunately not
falling Trinity’s way. Matthew Nicholas (9) and James Hardiman (9) played superb doubles together, winning
6-3. In his singles Matthew was up 4-0 playing out of his skin, then the wind blew in the other direction and he
couldn’t close out the match, his Barker opponent winning the next six games to win the set. James was at the
other end with his singles; being down by a big margin he managed to claw his way back and take the match into
a nail biting tie breaker. With the match being so close the whole time James then destroyed his opponent, not
dropping a point in the tie break. It was a great effort from James. Martin Wong (9) found it very hard to get
into the rhythm of the game. Martin has very strong groundstrokes but unfortunately lacks consistency which
cost him this match. If he can find the consistency in his game, he will be unbeatable. Noah Glynn (9WJ)
played an amazing set of singles, hitting some highlight reel shots but after finding himself go down a few points
Noah’s head and confidence dropped, and the tables turned in favour of his opposition.

With a few forfeited matches only three proper sets took place for the 9Bs.

The three matches were all won. Justin Wang (9WJ) and Logan Ng (9WJ) played their doubles together,
hitting very well and making very minimal errors, which saw them take out the set 6-2. In their singles, nothing
much changed. The boys went out firing and wanting to walk off the court with a win and this they did, both boys
getting up 6-4 with some amazing shots and consistent rallies.

Danielle Calvi | 9As and 9Bs Coach

8As And 8Bs

On Saturday 22nd June was the second round against Barker College. The Trinity team played on the damp and
chilly courts at Haberfield Tennis Centre.

Stand-out match this week was between Alex Runciman (Yo) and another aggressive opponent. Though
winning 6-3, this match brought commendable shots from both players. Notably both young men often played
with no caution to the conditions and some wonderful angled winners were produced cross-court.

Both teams had missing players. Michael Assaf (St) arrived late and was disqualified. This was the only loss
due to forfeit in the morning even though our number 1 and 2 boys were absent due to sickness.

James Kim (Ar) and Jayden Higgins (He) stepped up into the A team and both won doubles and singles
Fortunately for Trinity, Oliver Hightett-Smith (Hi) was able to play in the 8B side and won both doubles with Josh Munter (Hi), 6-1 and his singles match. Oliver, who lives locally, only came to know he was to play when Jayden came door-knocking. Well done, Jayden. Well done, Oliver, with a 6-3 win in his singles match. You are good enough to play grade!

What is commendable is that these boys all stepped up in the competition to win four matches 6-0 and all other matches without losing more than three games.

This is the last of my tennis reports for the term and also for the winter season, since Michael Leadbeatter will be returning next school term.

Robert Kirk | 8As and 8Bs Coach

8Cs And 8Ds

This week the year 8Cs and 8Ds were away at Barker against a talented Barker side. The Year 8CS and 8Ds managed wins this week and this showed drastic improvement from the previous week with some clinical performances. Benjamin Kwan (8He) and Mark Charas (8Ho) put up a great performance in the doubles but it did not translate into wins in singles as they fought hard to be defeated. Strong forehands and smart placements were the order of the day for Adrian Ong (8St) and Pete Mitrokas (8Mu) which translated into wins in their respective games. Julian Chin (8He) and Timothy Chin (8Hi) won their respective games with some courageous stroke-making throughout the day which resulted in big wins for them as well. Hamish Gray (8Ho) was given the responsibility to play for the D3 and D4 singles games, assisted by Tim in the doubles, as the boys were one man short. He proved once again what he is capable of and managed some strong performances in the respective games and brought home more wins for the spirited and talented TGS side against a strong and motivated Barker side.

Syed Ali Ashaab | 8Cs and 8Ds Coach

7As And 7Bs

It was a tough day for the 7As over the weekend against Barker. We were two players down so everyone had to step up and put in 100% effort and I am very proud that each boy did so. Doubles matches were played first. Although we went down 1-6 in both, each match went into deuce nearly every game. Unfortunately, not being able to capitalise on vital points cost us games. Mitchell Reid-Queeney (7Ar) and Tom North (7Hi) played great tennis in their singles — a few too many unforced errors slipped into their games that would have made a big difference to the scores if they were able to control their shots in some rallies. A big ‘well done’ to Jasper Scott (7Wh) and Kavi Suri (7Yo) for stepping up into the As and performing at As quality. Both boys kept up with their opponents but just fell short in being able to finish off points.

Another tough round for the 7Bs, being overpowered by strong opponents which saw them go down six sets to nil. Beau Moller (7Yo) and Matthew Zeederberg (7Ho) stepped up into 1 and 2 positions and played their doubles together. The boys played very well but unfortunately were not able to get more than two games. Into the singles, Beau and Matthew as always fought hard to stay in the match with some very nice rallies and long deuce games being played out, but were just unable to hit a winner to finish off points. Charlie Scott-Shires (7Mu) stepped up from the Cs to take part in the Bs matches. Charlie went out and played some great tennis in his singles match against a stronger opponent and showed he can win games in a higher position. A lack of consistency played a big part in Charlie not being able to win his match.

Danielle Calvi | 7As and 7Bs Coach

7Cs And 7Ds

A solid effort came from the 7Cs against Barker, going down two sets to four but putting in a solid effort. Alexander Chu (7Sc) and Matthew Nicholas (7WJ) had some very nice rallies in their singles; their opponents being able to be a bit more consistent found the boys both go down 1-6. If Alex and Matthew cut down half the unforced errors that were made, the score line would have looked a bit different as they both are serving very well at the moment. Matthew Vickery (7WJ) and Finn Hodgkinson (7Fo) were on fire together in the doubles, winning the only doubles set of the day for the Year 7s, where they took out the set 6-2. In the singles, Matthew had a very close match, really finding his form through this second round going down 4-6. Finn took out his singles set 6-3, being neck and neck at the beginning stage of the set and managing to break through after 3-3. It was a great effort for Finn to win both his matches for the day.
The 7Ds had a very close score against Barker in round 1. Unfortunately, this round was the complete opposite. In saying that, I am very proud of each member of the team for the performance and willingness to win that they showed. Being two players down, colours boys stepped up into the team for the first time this season and the first matches they have ever played. Liam Swadling (7Mu) and Toby Henry (7La) played their first ever competitive match for Trinity Grammar School. The boys came out a little bit nervous in their doubles but quickly found their feet when they managed to win the first game of the set, but the boys ended up going down 2-6. In their singles, Liam and Toby had settled and played some nice points and rallies. Both boys managed to win some games in their singles set and I am very proud of their efforts. James Kay (7Du) had an amazing marathon singles set, being down but managing to come back and win the match 7-5 — the only player to win a match for the 7Ds in incredible style. Tough day out on court for Sebastian Kay (7Du) trying his best but being out muscled by a decent opponent; Sebastian went down 1-6.

Danielle Calvi | 7Cs and 7Ds Coach
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Ritvik Dinesh (12Ke)

CAS TENNIS | WINTER 2019 | SATURDAY 22 JUNE 2019 | ROUND 7 AWAY FIXTURE
## Results Summary | Up To And Including Round 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>W/G</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st IV</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>39-29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd IV</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>44-27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd IV</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>29-20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th IV</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Tie</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>27-27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th IV</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>31-25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th IV</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10A</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>36-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10B</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>36-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10C</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>36-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10D</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9A</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>21-33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9B</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>30-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9D</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8A</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>36-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8B</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>18-12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>34-21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8D</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>34-19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7A</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>12-36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7B</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>3-36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7C</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>19-29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7D</td>
<td>Barker</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>14-35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall winning rate: 69%. 12.5 wins: 5.5 losses
|       | 1st IV | 2nd IV | 3rd IV | 4th IV | 5th IV | 6th IV | 10A | 10B | 10C | 10D | 9A | 9B | 9C | 9D | 8A | 8B | 8C | 8D | 8E | 7A | 7B | 7C | 7D | Win: Loss | % wins |
|-------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|-----|-----|-----|-----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|-----|--------|
|       | L      | W      | L      | W      | L      | W      | W   | W   | L   | W   | W   | L   | L   | L   | W   | W   | W   | W   | W   | W   | W   | W   | 10:03 | 77    |
|       | W      | L      | L      | W      | W      | L      | L   | W   | W   | L   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | 4:17  | 19    |
|       | -      | W      | L      | W      | L      | W      | L   | W   | W   | -   | -   | L   | L   | L   | L   | L   | L   | L   | L   | L   | L   | L   | 11:01 | 92    |
|       | -      | -      | -      | W      | -      | -      | W   | W   | W   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | 11:01 | 92    |
|       | -      | -      | -      | -      | -      | -      | W   | W   | W   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | -   | 12.5:5.5 | 69    |
Trinity defeated Newington 3-0 (25-10, 25-13, 25-17)

Keen to take the A. J. Rae Shield and not give the opposition any hint of a victory, Trinity’s 1st VI quickly shut down rival team Newington in an enthusiastic display of their sportsmanship and athletic dominance. Trinity began the game extremely well, with the most confident and contained start to a game so far this year, leading to an easy control of the scoreboard in the first set. This was noticeably helped by outstanding serving and defence from captain Nicholas Tsiakos (12We), whose reliable technique allowed him to put his body on the line to save many crucial points, boosting the already high morale of the team and allowing them to take the first set with ease. The second set was dominated by Luke Powell (12Ho) and Alec MacKenzie (12WJ) whose many hours of dedicated serving and spiking practice paid off in the form of outstanding jump and float serving as well as dominating at the net. All these feats claimed critical points for Trinity and gave us the momentum we needed to claim the second set. The third and final set saw a drop in energy from Trinity lead to Newington beginning to catch up in points. Still, consistent setting from Andrew Gabriel (12Hi), Oscar Van Hal (10Mu) and Benjamin Powell (10Ho) gave the boys the encouragement they needed to come back and take the final set 25-17, leading again to a final set score of 3-0. Coming into the second half of the Winter Season, with bigger games against schools such as Sydney Grammar and Knox, this win against a strong Newington side is a great reassurance for Trinity’s First VI of the hard work they have done so far. However, it is not over yet. There is still much work to be done.

Mr Andrew Simos | 1st VI Coach

Trinity Defeated Newington 3-0 (25-15, 25-23, 25-17)

Newington as always are known for their height and strength playing in top levels of Basketball and Rugby. This was specifically shown in their volleyball team having boys that were almost two metres tall. However, this didn’t faze the Trinity Boys when getting ready in the warm up.

The first set saw a high level of volleyball from both teams going point for point. Magnificent blocks could be seen from James Wang (11WJ) who did not allow one ball to leave the side of the opposition. Mark Makram (12WJ) as usual served very well when we needed him the most. The second set was full of drama as Jeremy Brake (12Sc) was just getting into the groove of spiking but unfortunately sprained his ankle at the back end of the set. Although we were down 20-23, Harrison Watson (12La) stepped up with multiple float serves and tipped the ball into the deep court of the opposition to win the set. The third set saw the best volleyball the seconds have played this season. Although a slow start, Joel Matthei (10La) showed his skill by smashing balls straight down on the floor. This was followed by multiple hits, serves and tips by Perry Ouyang (12Ke) who stepped up and replaced Jeremy Brake when he was injured. The highlight by far was when all the boys were on their knees, not letting the ball touch the ground and winning points.

It was the last game before the holiday break and it finished with a slammer as the boys showed the opposition and everyone watching what a high standard of volleyball looks like.

David Gabriel (10Hi) | 2nd VI Captain

Newington Defeated Trinity 3-0 (25-23, 25-21, 25-21)

On Saturday, we faced a very tough and resilient team where we struggled to overcome and find a win. Keagan Tran (9WH) thankfully stepped up from the U16s to play as our setter, playing a very important role in our team through his hard serves and consistently accurate sets. The first set started very evenly where both sides were making great plays. However, our confidence and energy began to fall from our miscommunication through serve receptions, but Jordan Gupta (12WJ) and Richard Lee (12Hi)’s excellent receptions helped us significantly. Despite making a small comeback from 14-21 to 21-21, a couple of mis-serves at the end ultimately ended in a loss in the first set. Devastated from a tight loss, the thirds continued to have low energy throughout the second set but amazing spikes from Nathan Roberts (12We), as well as Zac Robb (10St) spiking hard in the middle, enabled us to regain our confidence on the court. Furthermore, Edward Feng (10Yo), our consistent performer, continued to play well at frontcourt where he racked up plenty of points for the team throughout all three sets to ensure we were still in the game. The second set ended in a loss, again through our miscommunication in backcourt. The third set was similar to the second where, although we had some great individual as well as team performances, we weren’t able to regain our energy which consequently led to a 3-0 loss.

Konny Lee (12Yo) | 3rd VI Captain
Trinity Defeated Newington 3-0 (25-20, 26-24, 20-18)

Last weekend was a great way to end the term for 16As with a convincing win against Newington. For this game, we went up against a solid and tall Newington team. The scores for both sides were always extremely close, yet Trinity managed to win the game through powerful offence and consistent serving.

The first set saw Trinity with a four-point lead. This was due to accurate receiving from Michael Park (9Yo) and smart offence from Elias Sidiropoulos (9Yo). Through good hustling for the ball and consistent serving, Trinity managed to keep that lead throughout the entirety of the set. The second set started with both teams neck and neck. However, due to unforced errors, Newington managed a five-point lead halfway through the set. From there, we stepped up our game with the help of some powerful spiking through the middle by Steven Yarad (9Mu) and good hustle from Alex Saba (9WJ). This led to Trinity coming back to win the second set by two points. The final set started with low intensity, losing five points in a row. Fortunately, our game stepped up with precise setting from Andy Lee (10Fo).

Overall, this game was a great way to end the term, only losing two games and winning the rest. Hopefully, the team can continue our winning streak when we come back next term for our first game against Knox.

Keagan Tran (9WH) | 16As Captain
On Saturday we once again headed across the Parramatta River to North Ryde Common to round out the term of competitive Cross Country. Our regular Patron of Cross Country, Mr Spratt, was unfortunately absent due to his attendance at the Memorial Service of the late Mr Peter Goetze. As a result, the mood at Cross Country was a little less silly and a little more serious, and rightly so as several our superstars in the 16 years and Opens were preparing to trial for the CAS team for the CAS v GPS race later in the season. Many of our young guns were also away as they were heading down to Nowra to compete in the NSW Long Course Cross Country Championships. However, it still proved to be a day of fierce competition at North Ryde.

The 14years got their marching orders early from their Captain, Benjamin Bishop (12Hi), who was fresh off the Cadet Parade and Dining in Night. The boys followed his lead to the letter. Unfortunately for Team Trinity, we were missing our regular top three due to the race in Nowra. However, it proved an excellent opportunity for the likes of Dylan Krsnik (8St), Ben Moloney (7Yo), and Oliver Stubbs (8Ho) to show their mettle. Dylan approached the race like a seasoned veteran, taking the first lap conservatively in roughly 20th position, while Ben, who is still learning which tactics suit him, pushed hard early and gave himself the best chance he could siting just outside the top 10. As the race progressed, Dylan ate up the field to finish in 7th, while Ben managed to hold on for 21st. Oliver ran a similar race to Dylan and finished in 28th, while Beier Chen (8Yo) rounded out our scorers in 55th. Overall, the lads finished a very commendable 5th.

Bish once again ran the warm-up for the 16 Years, and the boys lined up with a tough challenge ahead. For Trinity, the 16 Years has been the most challenging age group, but the boys took it in their stride. Our top four scorers for the 16 Years were Zac Lau (10Sc) in 30th, Oscar Martin (9Sc) in 35th, Yadavan Thanujan (10We) in 40th, and Danny Kawtarani (10St) in 60th. For Yadavan it was his first top 50 finish, and we are hoping that he continues to improve over the final races. Overall Trinity placed 7th. However, it was fantastic to see huge improvements from Elias Christodoulou (10Mu), Lachlan Devlin (9WJ) and Matheson Harricks (10We).

While the 16 Years were off racing, the Opens squad was abuzz with nervous energy, talking racing strategies and how or if we could get a full set of eight in the CAS team for CAS v GPS. It was always going to be tough to get all eight as Patrick Cantlon (10Du) had chosen to compete down in Nowra, while Ben and Theo Christian (10He) had decided to compete at both events. What a problem to have! As I watched the boys line up on the start line, you could see they all had their game faces on. The gun went off; our boys looked composed; straight away, you could see them settling into their appropriate positions. A group of five GPS runners took an early lead of about 50m, and the chase group consisted of five of the Trinity hopefuls. This included Dylan Offord (11WH), Ethan Brouw (11Ta), Thomas Virgona (11St), Theo, and fresh off his awesome relay run, William Cooper (10Hi). Not too far away was Zac Brown (11Ho), Logan Kaye (12Ho) and, counting CAS runners, our Captain Ben. Dylan got moving in the second and third laps to chase down the leaders, while the remaining boys set their places accordingly. The surprise packet continued to be William ‘Coops’ Cooper as he managed to maintain a strong position throughout the race, only to be caught and pushed out of the top eight. Dylan closed out the race placing 2nd overall, only one second behind Sydney Grammar’s Tom Davies. Thomas is looking better each week, finishing 6th overall, with Ethan one spot adrift in 7th. Theo, who switched off in the final lap, placed 8th. Mitch Roberts of Knox placed 10th, with Ben in 11th, Logan in 12th, Zac in 14th, Will in 17th and Bill Zhu (12La) placing 30th. Trinity dominated this event, scoring 23 points to Sydney Grammar’s 38 points, and filled nine places out of 11 when you consider CAS Schools only.

It was a fantastic way to end a long term of Cross Country racing, with the boys from Trinity being able to showcase their hard work and dedication. Our senior boys are setting an excellent example for many of our younger runners set to follow in their footsteps. These results are driven by the continual improvement and dedication of all the runners in the squad.

**Harriers of the Week:** Dylan Krsnik (8St), Yadavan Thanujan (10We) and Elias Christodoulou (10Mu)

Although the term has concluded, we will have a run around the Bay tomorrow at 8am (as we will be each Saturday in the holidays), meeting at the northern end of the Le Montage carpark. Certainly not compulsory, but we’d love to see you there. Even if you aren’t a member of the Cross Country team, we are a friendly bunch!

**Bradley Woods** | Cross Country Coach
Images courtesy of Peter Wade Photography
Dear Parents,

Trinity Grammar School will again be participating in the CSx Headguard's Concussion Management System (CSx Programme) as part of its commitment to the care and management of students who sustain head injuries and concussion.

**If consent has previously been provided no further action is required.**

So that your son may participate in the CSx Programme, please email the School's Senior Nurse, Mrs Katie Brooks, kbrooks@trinity.nsw.edu.au to provide your consent and stipulate the preferred parent email contact to be used by CSx.

In addition to the parent email address, the School will provide the following Student information to CSx for the purposes of programme participation, data collection and data analysis.

- Sport category
- Age Group
- Student full name
- Student date of birth
- Student ID number
- Student email address

Once consent is obtained, it will remain current until the Student leaves the School or instruction to withdraw the Student from the CSx Programme is received from the parent.

The School's Senior Nurse, Mrs Katie Brooks, will manage the collection of baseline data obtained by responses to the SCAT 5 Concussion Test (a standardised tool for evaluating concussions) and personal data, as required by CSx. All data will be stored in accordance with the School's Privacy Policy.

Should you require further information please feel free to contact the School's Senior Nurse, Mrs Katie Brooks, on 9581 6023 or email kbrooks@trinity.nsw.edu.au.

Regards,

**Mr Lachlan White | Director of Sport and Co-Curricular Activities**
Football Clinic | Years K to 9

July School Holidays | Tuesday 16th To Friday 19th July

Boys from Kindergarten to Year 9 and their siblings (male or female) have a magnificent opportunity to attend the Trinity Grammar School Football Clinic in the July Holidays. Benefits of participating at this camp include:

- 18 hours of football tuition over four days.
- Participants train as per the Football Federation Australia National Curriculum.
- 5-8 year old participants focus on natural development (in Striking the Ball, Running with the Ball and 1v1) through fun football exercises and games.
- 9-13 year old participants focus exclusively on improving their technical skills in the areas of first touch, striking the ball, running with the ball and 1v1.
- 14-15 year old participants focus on improving the above technical skills and learning how to apply these core skills in a functional way.
- Middle School participants have opportunity to partake in video analysis using Hudl Software. The video analysis viewing facility includes the newly refurbished 110 seat Latham Theatre.
- Training facilities include a synthetic all weather football field and three indoor basketball courts.
- Participants play in mini tournaments that replicate the ‘A-League/Champions League/World Cup’.
- Participants are tiered according to their playing level.
- All participants receive BBQ lunch on Tuesday and Friday.
- Drinks and fruit provided each day.
- Coaching Staff are fully qualified coaches who were former distinguished Football players. Leading coaches will be David Barrett and Luke Gray, both current school teachers at Westfield Sports High and Trinity Grammar School respectively. David played well over 300 National Soccer League games and Luke is MIC and Director of Football Coaching at Trinity and is the current 1st XI coach.

THE DETAILS

Where Trinity Grammar School, Summer Hill.

When Tuesday 16th to Friday 19th July

Time 9am to 3pm (check in at 8:45am Tuesday only).

Bring Football boots, indoor shoes, sunscreen, hat, and water bottle. Bring your own Football.

Cost $280. BOOKING and PAYMENT made by clicking here.

The Clinic will run rain, hail or shine (with indoor facilities available in case of wet weather).

CANCELLATION FEE 20% cancellation fee occurs after Wednesday 10th July, 2019.

Enquiries To: Mr Luke Gray email igray@trinity.nsw.edu.au
The Trinity Grammar School holiday Tennis Clinic will be conducted at the Trinity Tennis Centre during the 2019 July holiday period. The clinic will be offered to Senior School boys in Years 7 to 10 and to Junior and Preparatory School boys in Years 3 to 6.

The clinic is designed to be fun yet challenging, incorporating the following:
- Stroke production
- Footwork
- Hand eye coordination
- Tennis motor skills
- Tennis fitness
- Tennis based games
- Tennis rules and etiquette
- Tennis strategy
- Singles and Doubles match play
- Ground strokes, serve, volley.

Please note, places are limited and will be on a first in basis. The Clinic will run rain, hail or shine. All payments are NON REFUNDABLE. Closing date for applications is Friday, 28 June 2019.

The Details

WHERE Trinity Grammar Tennis Centre (corner of King Street and Princess Street, Ashbury).

WHEN Monday, 1 July to Friday, 5 June 2019.

TIME 9.00am to 12.00pm (Early drop-off from 8.45am will be offered).

COST $180

BRING Drink, hat, sunscreen, tennis racquet and sand shoes

Click here to Register and Pay now

Enquiries:

Mr Jeremy Dykgraaff | Director of Tennis Coaching, MIC

phone 9581 6000

mobile 0421 605 483

email jdykgraaff@trinity.nsw.edu.au
Sports Physiotherapy Clinic

The Trinity Grammar School Sports Physiotherapy Clinic will be operating out of the Fitness Centre in Term 2 and will be run by Mr Tom Lombardo, an Old Boy ('01) of the School. Initially, consultation hours will be 8am to 10.30am on Monday and Wednesday mornings, however, these hours will be extended to meet demand if required.

Having worked extensively with elite and professional athletes at the highest levels, Tom has a particular interest and expertise in the highly specialised area of adolescent sporting injury diagnosis and management.

Apart from running his own business (Sportslink Physio) Tom is currently Physiotherapist for:
- Trinity Grammar School Sport
- Australian Schoolboys Rugby Team
- CAS Rugby 1st/2nd XV Teams
- Association of Independent Schools sports coverage

With established links to an extensive network of quality sports medicine physicians and by placing a strong emphasis on specialist injury prevention, treatment and rehabilitation the TGS Sports Physiotherapy clinic will ensure reliable and timely assessment and management of your son’s injuries within the confines of the school grounds.

Consultations at the clinic are for Trinity students only and can be booked and paid by calling Tom’s practice. The clinic will offer competitive rates and allow for private health insurance rebates. The cost of the initial consultation of a new injury is $85 and any subsequent consultations will be charged at $75 per service.

Students will be able to check out of class via student services and check into the clinic using their student ID card.

For more information, please contact:

Tom Lombardo | Principal Physiotherapist

Phone 9773 0990
Mobile 0412 425 402
## Chess News

**NSWJCL Chess Competition 2019**

**Results from Friday 21st June matches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senior Team A</th>
<th>Sydney Grammar School C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selwyn Chang (11Ar)</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikki Field (12We)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Cloke (12Du)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Williams (12St)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senior Team B</th>
<th>Fort Street High B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tom Jin (11Yo)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Gupta (12WJ)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hung Pham (11WJ)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Sheerazi (11St)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate Team</th>
<th>Homebush Boys High School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Chen (10He)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Chin (10Hi)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Wang (10La)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Ling (10Mu)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junior Team A</th>
<th>Sydney Grammar School F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Kim (8Ar)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Huang (7St)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel Rizkalla (8Sc)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elton Huang (7Ar)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junior Team B</th>
<th>Sydney Grammar School E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aman Shaw (8Ar)</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luca Gillard</td>
<td>7St</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Ma</td>
<td>7Fo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Barclay</td>
<td>8Yo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keep up to date with results and ladder with this link:


Danny Nguyen | MIC
Young Curators at Trinity present

EUAN MACLEOD

Guardian

Drop by Delmar Gallery this weekend for a unique perspective on one of Australia’s most celebrated artists.

Five Year 10 and Year 11 students have taken over the curatorial reins, and have chosen to display paintings by Euan Macleod that relate to the theme of the guardian figure.

Over 40 paintings, sketches and preliminary drawings spanning 1983 to 2019 are included in the exhibition, which touches on key periods of Macleod’s work including his family portraits of the late 1980s - 1990s, the Lyttelton Harbour paintings beginning in the early 2000s and the Gallipoli and Colossus paintings since 2010.

The exhibition was developed over a six-month period, with the students visiting Macleod's studio a number of times. All the paintings come from his archives or his family’s collection, and many have been rarely exhibited.

The Young Curators initiative was created and developed by 3:33 Art Projects. It sees Australian high school students work with a professional artist to develop and present an exhibition of the artist’s work. Delmar Gallery is proud to be working in association with 3:33 Art Projects to present the inaugural exhibition.

Euan Macleod has won the Archibald, Blake and Gallipoli Art Prizes, held over 200 exhibitions in Australia and overseas and is the subject of a major monograph published by Piper Press. In Sydney, he is represented by King Street Gallery on William.

Selected works are available for sale.

Curatorial team: Lewis Dobbin (11Du), Euan Germanos (10He), Lewis Kanellos (10He), Alexi Little (10Fo) and James Wang (11WJ)

Exhibition dates: 20 June – 4 August, 2019

Venue: Delmar Gallery, Summer Hill campus, Victoria St gate

Gallery hours: Wednesday - Sunday, 12-5pm. Free admission.

Year 11 Mother and Son Breakfast

Trinity Grammar School

Year 11 Mother And Son Breakfast

Friday 9 August 2019 in The Dinning Hall at 7am

Cost $12 per person

RSVP by Thursday 27 July 2019 - click here to rsvp and pay now
Trinity Prayer Group | Summer Hill Campus

Parents and friends are most welcome to come and pray for our boys and the School on Tuesdays | 8.30am - 9.30am.

The Prayer Mornings are run on a rotational basis, on alternate weeks, at the Preparatory School campus and the Summer Hill School campus.

Junior, Middle and Senior Schools Summer Hill – held in the Head Master’s Residence (Prospect Road - entrance via Head Master’s garden), on the even weeks of term (Weeks 2, 4, 6, 8...)

Dates for Term 3, 2019

Term 3: 30 July; 13, 27 August and 10, 24 September

Come and join us for a time of encouragement, community-building and to sincerely bring the needs of the School community before our gracious God.

Contacts:

Greg Webster | Senior Chaplain, Summer Hill
email gwebster@trinity.nsw.edu.au

Margaret Chu (Summer Hill)
mobile 0433 124 523
Auxiliary News | Important Dates for your diary

It's school holidays again – how quickly the year has flown by! On behalf of the Summer Hill Auxiliary we hope everyone has a long, relaxing break, from all those early mornings and wet sports days. Chill, and enjoy these holidays.

We have a busy term coming up and will keep you posted as we need lots of help for these busy events.

**Diary Dates:**

- **Friday 9th August 2019** - Year 11 Mother & Son Breakfast 7.00 am Dining Hall - [click here for more details and to RSVP](#)
- **Saturday 17th August 2019** - A Hollywood Night
- **Wednesday 4th September 2019** - Year 12 Mothers’ Farewell Dinner
- **Monday 16th September 2019** - Middle School, Years 7 to 9 Mums and Sons Dinner

**Next meeting** - Tuesday 6th August 6.30pm

**Kay White** | President of the Summer Hill Auxiliary